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MELBOURNE - 05th May 2021

R1 - EAGLE FARM | 12:53 | AUD $35,000 |  STRADBROKE SEASON ON SALE HCP

1010 DESIGNS
Dual acceptor. Failed to nish last start when resuming at Caul eld. Better than that recent
moderate performance suggests. Worth another chance.

11 LINTHORPE LAD
Lightly raced gelding and tracking well. Last time recorded a one length victory over 1666m at
Ipswich. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

88 FORTIFIED
Settled back from wide out but got home nicely into the placings over 1400m at Sunshine Coast
and stretches out in journey here. Should be in the mix.

77 DUNE FORTY FIVE
Comes into this race facing a harder eld on the back of his rst win at Gold Coast last start.
Looking well suited this start.

22 PERNELL
Racing well in its eight career starts. Last start posted a 1.3 lengths win over 1400m at Sunshine
Coast. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

R2 - EAGLE FARM | 13:30 | AUD $35,000 |  CARNIVAL PLUS MEMBERSHIP (C2)

66 ONE SHY RUBY
Was unplaced and well beaten in all runs last campaign, the latest when 12th over 1200m at
Doomben.

55 HAMILTON HILL
Looks close to a win following a 1000m placing at Sunshine Coast where he ran on well for
second beaten a neck. Rates highly and looks a top chance.

1212 BEFANA
Racing well in its nine career starts. Last start posted a 2 length fourth over 900m at Gold Coast.
Rates well and is worth including in the multiples.

44 SPIRIT HOUSE
Mid eld runs of late have not been without some merit. Is capable over this distance having
claimed a prior success at the trip. One of the main chances.

11 BOLD HUNTER
Doesn't win out of turn but has found two wins and eight minors from 14 starts. Could nd a win
looking well suited.

R3 - EAGLE FARM | 14:07 | AUD $35,000 |  CANADIAN CLUB (BM80)

1111 TABATHA MISS
Finished a close second at Gold Coast over 900m in latest outing. Will receive a charmed run
from this gate. Winning chance.

77 JULE'S SPIRIT
Returns here after a six month break and does have a superb record when resuming from a spell.
Finished last campaign with finding fifth. Rates highly and among the better hopes.

11 PIZONIE
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start nishing eighth over 1000m at this track.
Has the ability and expected to do much better.

33 BOLD XAVVI
Turned challenging and fought on well, fading late to miss the placings over 1200m at Sunshine
Coast. Rates a leading contender.

66 DESERT MAN
Honest galloper who returned from a spell as favourite with a nose win over 900m at Gold Coast.
Fitter and rates among the chances here.

R4 - EAGLE FARM | 14:45 | AUD $35,000 |  GALLOPERS SPORTS CLUB (C3)

11 GAME OF THORNS
Dual acceptor. Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing fth over 1400m at
Randwick last time. Racing well and should prove hard to beat again.

44 MAN OF SINN Finished a close fourth at this track over 1400m in most recent effort. Winning chance.

55 SEE MARIE
Resumes here after a four month spell and a 1200m Deagon barrier trial where she won. Form
last campaign was excellent and on home track expect a forward showing. Can continue
winning run here.

88 DESIGNS
Dual acceptor. Consistent lly who was well below best last time when failed to nish over
1600m at Caulfield. Has the ability to return to past form and perform.

22 WOWSERS
Produced some good performances recently, nishing off strongly last time out at Doomben.
Each way best.


